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Safety in Grounding
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Safety in Grounding
The Basic Problem

• Substation grounding is performed to achieve two primary objectives:
− Provide a path to ground for current during normal and faulted conditions in a

manner to protect substation equipment from damage.
− Protect any person within or in the vicinity of the substation from critical electric

shock.

• Typical grounding systems in a substation include buried conductors
connected in such a way to control the voltages that occur when a
current flows to ground either intentionally or unintentionally.

− Since most of the grounding system may be beneath the ground, it can be
difficult to know the location and integrity of the ground grid even while on site.

• Grounding system design is critical to always ensure the safety of
personnel within or near a substation.

− Each substation can have unique characteristics or challenges which gives
careful grounding design a critical role in ensuring safety.
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Safety in Grounding
Conditions of Danger

• When a fault occurs the current flowing into the ground will produce
potential gradients at and near the substation. Without a proper
grounding system in place these potential gradients can be high
enough to result in unsafe conditions (i.e., potential shock situations).

• The level of concern for potential shock situations is dependent on
each substation location and is impacted by several things such as:

− Magnitude of the fault current and the clearing time of protective devices
− Soil characteristics and the presence of a surface layer such as gravel
− PPE such as gloves, boots, dielectric overshoes, etc.
− Location of a person with respect to the grounding system at the time a fault

occurs

• It is important to note that the probability of occurrence of an electrical
shock from such an event (i.e. a fault in the substation while someone
is inside) is low given the low probability of occurrence, however, the
consequences could be severe without an adequate grounding
system.
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Accidental Ground Circuit
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Illustration of a Fault Leading to Step & Touch Potentials
Ground Potential Rise (GPR) Caused by a Fault
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Example Shock Situations
Reference:  IEEE Std 80-2000 “IEEE Guide for Safety in AC Substation Grounding”
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Electrical Circuit from Step & Touch Voltage
Reference:  IEEE Std 80-2000 “IEEE Guide for Safety in AC Substation Grounding”
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Step Voltage Touch Voltage



Resistance of the Human Body 
Reference:  IEEE Std 80-2000 “IEEE Guide for Safety in AC Substation Grounding”

IEEE Std 80-2000 states the following:

“For dc and 50 Hz or 60 Hz ac currents, the human body can be approximated
by a resistance. The current path typically considered is from one hand to both
feet, or from one foot to the other one. The internal resistance of the body is
approximately 300 Ω, whereas values of body resistance including skin range
from 500 Ω to 3000 Ω….”

“It should be remembered that the choice of a 1000 Ω resistance value relates to
paths such as those between the hand and one foot or both feet, where a major
part of the current passes through parts of the body containing vital organs,
including the heart. It is generally agreed that current flowing from one foot to the
other is far less dangerous..”

It is common industry practice to assume a body resistance of 1000 W for
calculations of tolerable step and touch voltages.
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Range of Tolerable Body Current
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Impact of Frequency, Magnitude, and Duration

“Humans are very vulnerable to the effects of electric current at frequencies of 50 Hz or 60
Hz. Currents of approximately 0.1 A can be lethal. Research indicates that the human body
can tolerate a slightly higher 25 Hz current and approximately five times higher direct
current. At frequencies of 3000–10,000 Hz, even higher currents can be tolerated…”

“The most common physiological effects of electric current on the body, stated in order of
increasing current magnitude, are threshold perception, muscular contraction,
unconsciousness, fibrillation of the heart, respiratory nerve blockage, and burning….”

“Current of 1 mA is generally recognized as the threshold of perception....”

“Currents of 1–6 mA, often termed let-go currents, though unpleasant to sustain, generally
do not impair the ability of a person holding an energized object to control his muscles and
release it….”

“In the 9–25 mA range, currents may be painful and can make it difficult or impossible to
release energized objects grasped by the hand….”

“It is not until current magnitudes in the range of 60–100 mA are reached that ventricular
fibrillation, stoppage of the heart, or inhibition of respiration might occur and cause injury or
death….”
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Range of Tolerable Body Current
Reference:  IEEE Std 80-2000 “IEEE Guide for Safety in AC Substation Grounding”
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50 kg person (110 lb)

70 kg person (155 lb)



Allowable Step and Touch Voltages
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Calculation of Safe Step & Touch Voltage Limits
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• Step Voltage Limit

• Touch Voltage Limit

Where

– ts is the duration of the fault (s)

– r is the resistivity of the soil (W-m)

– rs is the resistivity of the surface layer (W-m)

– hs is the thickness of the surface layer (m) 

– Note that Cs can be approximated as follows:

 

 

Soil characteristics at the 
substation as well as duration of 

the fault (determined by protection 
settings) determine the safe levels 

of step and touch voltages.



Calculated Step Voltage Limit for Various Surface Layers
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This curve shows that as the resistivity of 
the surface layer is increased, the allowable 

step voltage (safety limit) increases.
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Commonly used surface 
material for DLC substations

(present standard is to use 
limestone [2500 W-m])

In the past, slag has been 
used by some as a surface 

layer because of its 
absorption ability.  The 
resistivity of slag is not 

listed in IEEE 80-2000.  The 
following slide shows 

results for testing on slag 
performed by DLC.



Testing Performed for Slag
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Units in
W-cm Approximate resistivity for limestone 

(wet) based on IEEE 80-2000

Under wet conditions, resistivity is 
significantly lower than limestone

Measured resistivity for slag under 
various moisture content levels

MOISTURE CONTENT AND INTEGRITY OF THE GRAVEL HAVE A 
SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON THE SAFE LIMITS FOR STEP AND TOUCH 

VOLTAGES.  THEREFORE, IT IS IMPORTANT TO KEEP UP ON ITEMS SUCH 
AS MAINTAINING PROPER DRAINAGE AND VEGETATION MANAGEMENT.



Design Considerations for Substation Grounding
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Design Considerations for Substation Grounding

When designing a substation grounding system, the design is often developed to
maintain step and touch voltages below the limit of fibrillation.

The basic construction of the substation grounding system usually includes:

• Continuous loop of conductor surrounding the perimeter of the substation

• Grid/mesh of conductors within the loop buried 12-18” below grade

• Ground rods installed around the perimeter and within the loop

• Ground leads connecting metallic structures to the ground grid

• Certain substations where high unfavorable soil conditions exist may use
ground wells or other ground enhancing material
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High Level Overview of Duquesne Light Practices
Preferred Method for New Substations
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High Level Overview of Duquesne Light Practices
Existing Method for Older Substations
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Example View of Substation Ground Grid
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DLC Grounding Drawing Drawing of Ground Grid Only



Evaluation of Substation Grounding System
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“Hand” Calculations of Step & Touch Potential
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Example Step Voltage Evaluation
Detailed Analysis using a Computer Program (CDEGS)
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Initial Measurements of Substation Grounding

• Soil Resistivity Measurements
− Performed to obtain the soil structure needed to properly design the 

grounding system (performed in the design stage)
− Soil resistivity is an input into software used to perform grounding studies

• Ground Impedance Measurement
− Measured to determine the overall impedance of the ground grid with 

respect to remote earth (performed after construction is complete)
− Measured impedance should be consistent with calculations from the 

grounding studies
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Substation Ground Grid Degradation
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Substation Ground Grid Degradation

• Example reasons which may require a need for ground grid
assessment:

− Theft of ground conductors
− Degradation from corrosive soil conditions
− Soil erosion/improper drainage
− Improper installation of ground grid/connections
− Damage from excavation
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Present Day Testing Practices for Ground Grid 
Condition Assessment
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Present Day Testing Practices for Ground Grid 
Condition Assessment

• Duquesne Light Co. presently has the capability to perform the
following tests for ground grid assessment in-house:

− Soil resistivity measurement
− Ground impedance measurement
− Continuity measurements

• Other tests such as the following have been utilized by contracting with
outside vendors:

− Ground penetrating radar
− Step & touch measurement using current injection

• The following three examples show cases in the DLC system where
ground grid assessment was performed using different methods.
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Example #1
Ground Grid Impedance Measurement
and Continuity Checks
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Substation with Suspect Ground Grid

• 138/23 kV Substation with violent failures during close-in faults.

• Faults close to the station resulted in gravel displacement at some locations
with evidence of gravel thrown on top of equipment after a fault.

• It was suspected that deterioration of the ground grid had impacted the
effectiveness of some equipment ground connections.

• Typical DLC practice for situations such as this involve existing
equipment/practices such as:

− Perform soil resistivity measurements to perform a ground grid analysis.
− Perform ground grid impedance measurement to determine overall grid impedance.
− Perform continuity checks throughout the substation.
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Soil Resistivity MeasurementsSoil Resistivity Measurements
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DLC Drawing 4234-E8 (Rev.49) CDEGS Model

High slope coefficient indicates measurements (X)
were not taken far enough from the ground grid.
Because of property boundaries and the terrain
surrounding the substation, measurements at a
greater distance were not possible using the test
set available (Megger DET2/2). For reference, the
measured resistance was 0.114 W.
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Action Items Resulting from Analysis

• Required repairs were identified through the continuity testing.

• Addition of limestone to key areas.
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Example #2
Use of Ground Penetrating Radar
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Substation with Evidence of Copper Theft 

• 23/4 kV Substation in an urban area with signs of copper theft.

• DLC workers, using proper PPE for an unapproved ground grid, investigated
the substation and could not find buried conductors where it was anticipated a
ground grid should exist.

• To determine the integrity of the existing ground grid, an outside contractor
was used to perform a ground penetrating radar analysis to determine
location of any existing buried conductors.

• The following diagram shows the results of the analysis performed with
locations of buried utilities such as ground grid, conduit, storm drains, etc.
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Ground Penetrating Radar
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Action Items Resulting from Analysis

• Ground grid analysis was performed using the information gathered from the
ground penetrating radar analysis to determine potential concerns for step
and touch potentials based on the existing conditions.

• Required repairs and modifications were identified by the ground grid analysis
to ensure step and touch potentials are mitigated to with guidelines defined by
IEEE Std. 80.

• Example for the actions taken were:
− Addition of ground grid conductor
− Bringing in a neutral conductor from a nearby circuit
− Anti-theft measures
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Example #3
Step and Touch Potential Measurement
Using Current Injection Method
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Substation with Unapproved Ground Grid

• 23/4 kV Substation in an urban area with an unapproved ground grid (requires
the use of dielectric footwear to enter).

• Old substation with some uncertainty on the condition of the ground grid.

• To determine the effectiveness of the ground grid at maintaining safe step and
touch voltages, testing was performed using a current injection method.
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High-Level Setup
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Substation



Example Step & Touch Voltage Results
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Action Items Resulting from Analysis

• Initial testing showed adequate ground grid performance

• Further testing is required to consider this station as having an approved
ground grid
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Future Testing Practices for 
Ground Grid Condition Assessment
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Future Testing Practices for 
Ground Grid Condition Assessment

• Purchased the following testing equipment to perform ground grid testing 
using the current injection method:

− Omicron CPC 100 Line Impedance Test System
− Omicron Ground Impedance and Step & Touch Voltage Set (HGT1)
− Omicron PTM Advanced for HGT1 (software)

• Allows for ground grid testing with substation online and shield wires/cable 
sheaths connected.

− Test set can be used to calculate fault current split factor
− Overall ground grid impedance can be measured with the substation online
− Step and touch voltages can be measured and compared with simulation results
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Future Testing Practices for 
Ground Grid Condition Assessment
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Questions
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